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THE CHALLENGE
Learn how bats, the only flying mammal,
are such amazing fliers by making winged
fliers of your own!

F
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Electric fan
Kid-safe scissors
Pin
Tape and/or glue
Bat template (Page 3)
String
Coffee filters
Construction paper
Various craft supplies:
toothpicks, feathers, straws,
pipe cleaners, etc.

BAT FLIGHT CONCEPTS!
Mammal: A class of vertebrate ani-

Lift: The force that acts at a right angle

Bernoulli’s principle: This scientific

mals that gives milk to its young. Bats

to the direction of something’s motion

principle states that an increase in ve-

are the only mammals that can truly fly.

through the air and is created by differ-

locity or speed results in a decrease of

ences in air pressure.

pressure – resulting in lift. Bats’ wings
have a unique “airfoil” shape that

Nocturnal: An animal that is active at
night, like bats.

Drag: The force that acts opposite to the

makes them well suited to achieving

direction of something’s motion and is

lift and flying.

caused by friction and differences in air
pressure.
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SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURE
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SEE IT IN
ACTION
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Watch Izzy, our STEM-loving
puppet, and her Michigan Science Center friends Taylor and
Amanda create and test their
own bat fliers!

Cut out the bat template from this page and trace it onto the paper of
your choice (try the coffee filter or construction paper to start).
Attach the “bones” of your bat by gluing straws, toothpicks or pipe
cleaners to your paper cutout. You can even decorate it with feathers if
you’d like.
Cut a piece of string about 1 foot long.
Push a pin through the top of the head of your bat to make a small
hole. Thread your string through and tie a secure knot.
Time for your bat’s test flight! Turn on the fan. Take hold of your bat in
one hand and the end of the string in the other. Holding onto the string
tightly, toss the bat into the wind from the fan. Then let go of your string
to watch your bat fly.
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Take note of how it does. Modify your bat (or make a new one) to try
and make it fly even better by changing the type of paper and structural
materials you use.

Cut me out!
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ECHO, ECHO, ECHO

Bats aren’t actually blind – a common myth – but they do
have a unique way of getting around in the dark. They use
echolocation, which means they make high-pitched noise

TWO THUMBS UP

and wait for those sound waves to bounce off of objects
and back to them, just like an echo. If the sound doesn’t

Did you know bats have four fingers

bounce back, that means it didn’t hit anything

and a thumb on each wing? This helps

and it’s safe to travel forward.

them better manipulate their wings –
each of which has two thin skin layers

TRIVIA TIME

BATS COME
IN ALL SIZES

The tiniest bat around is the
bumblebee bat, which is under

DID YOU
KNOW?

stretched over their arms and
digits. So bats don’t flap like a
bird but actually seem to pull
themselves through the air like
they’re swimming.

Batty for bats?
Here are some fun facts.

two grams (in other words,
it weighs less than a penny).
Meanwhile, the flying fox is the
largest type, checking in with a
wingspan of up to 6 feet across!

FEAST-Y
LITTLE BEASTS

Most bats eat insects, especially

GLOBAL
DOMINATION

mosquitoes. In fact, bats can

There are tons of bats. More than

gobble up 1,200 mosquitoes in

1,200 species, to be exact! And

just one hour and can consume

they can live in just about any

their body weight in bugs in just

climate, which means they are

one night! That means bats are

found all over the world, except for

crucial in keeping insect popula-

extreme polar or desert regions.

tions under control.
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LEARN MORE

GREAT RESOURCES
Browse, read and play to learn more about flight.
Scientific Explorer Awesome

How Things Fly

Aerospace Science

The Smithsonian National Air and

Get hands-on experience with

Space Museum created this site as a

more things that fly – and develop

fun and interactive way for kids ages

an even better understanding of

8 and older to better understand how

flight concepts – with this Scientific

things fly. Browse heaps of videos and

Explorer kit that lets you create all

awesome activities, including making

sorts of soaring contraptions, from

your own paper airplane – or flying a

bubbles and gliders to a ripcord

virtual one around the world.

The Great Lakes Bat Festival

helicopter. For ages 8-plus.
The Great Lakes Bat Festival
The Flying Machine Book

Can’t get enough bats? Meet some

By Bobby Mercer • Ages 9-11

in person at this fest on Sept. 23 at

Flight takes place in more than just

Detroit’s Michigan Science Center!

the animal kingdom. There are oo-

The Organization for Bat Conserva-

dles of flying machines to play with,

tion, based in Pontiac, hosts activities

too, and this book tells you how to

to help kids understand the role of

make 35 of your own right at home.

bats, plus plenty of interactive exhibits. Presentations and speakers expose

The Flying Machine Book

just how cool bats are.

How Things Fly
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Scientific Explorer Awesome
Aerospace Science
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SHARE THE FUN ON INSTA
Post a pic of your kiddo enjoying Virtual
Camp on Instagram using the hashtag
#MPcamp. Six lucky kids will score
a $25 Amazon gift card – and get
featured in our Friday emails!

TEST YOUR SMARTS

FLIGHT QUIZ TIME
Don’t chew that No. 2! This quick quiz is just five questions about what kids learned after trying the experiment
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and using this guide to learn more – done in a few clicks.
Just for completing it, each kid gets one free general
admission pass to the Michigan Science Center AND a
pass to its all-new Toyota Engineering 4D Theater,
good Sept. 15-Dec. 31, 2017. Plus, one lucky kid wins
$1,000 for college!
So put on that thinking cap.

READY TO TAKE THE QUIZ?
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Click here!

